A large class of g~ometric T~trinal problems has the following form. Given a set X of geometric objects, preprocess to obtain a data structure D (X). Now use D(X) to rapidly answer queries on X. We say an algorithm for sum a problem has (worst-case) spac~-tinu! complaity O{f(n),g(n» if the space requirement for D (X) is O(f) and the 'locate run-time' required for each retrieval is O(g). We show three techniques which can consistently be exploited in solving sum problems. For instance, using our techniques, we obtain an O(n2+e,logn~og(!-,E» spacetime algorithm for the polygon r~trinal problem, for arbitrarily small £, improving on the previous solution having complexity O(n',log,.).
of simplicity. Also in some applications the pr~time (a onetime cost) is less important than the retrieval time or the space to store the preprocessed structure (eg. flight simulation graphia). It is usually relatively easy to determine the preprocessing time for our algorithms; typically, it is O (II.g(n», where ,(II) is the space complexity. We use the 'locate run timc' in thc sense of [W] for our query time: it is the time to locate the first object in the answer, where it is assumed each additiODBl object can be output in amstant time.
Our initial motivation was the triangle retrieval problem. It can be used to solve the polygon retrieval problem, by decomposing the polygon into disjoint triangles. [EKM] obtained a space-time bound of 0(11',108") for this problem; they were considering the more general problem of polygon intersection but the space complexity of triang1e retrieval dominates in their solution. They posed the cba1lenge of reducing tID space complexity. We show that the space-time complexity can be drastically reduced to 0(,.2+e,lognlog(1I£» for any £>0; we also obtain a solution with complexity 0(11 2 ,logllloglogn). Both solutions admit extensions to higher dimensions.
An alternative solution to the triangle retrieval problem was given in [W] . It has complexity 0 (,.,11°.") . This solution has sma, been improved by Edelsbrunner to a complexity of O(,.,no'69) (private rommunication from Willard). It has recently been extended to dimension 3 by Yao (Yl] , but the method apparently breaks down for dimensiaos C!:5.
Our algorithms are based on three techniques. They arc quite robust in that they generalize to higher dimensions and can be applied to a variety of related problems. We illustrate these techniques~the triangle retrieval problem. The first technique is to partition the query space (if there are r parametcrs for the query we can think of this as an rdimensional space) into regions for which some property of the answer is invariant. The simplest example of sum a partition is where eadl region has a constant answer. This technique is known by various names in the literature, ego the 'locus method' [BMJ, the 'priority approach' [SSS, Y2] .
The second technique is to take advantage, where applicable, of the fact that invariant properties of the answers are similar in nearby regions, and storing the shared information only once. In mmputational graphics this is known as 'coherence' [SSS] . The third technique is a form of divide and amquer: we decompose a large diffiwlt problem into one small diffi. aJlt problem and several large easy problems.
In the next three sections we illustrate these techniques by obtaining a solution of the triangle retrieval problem. In the fifth section we provide a solution to the nearest neighbors problem: this is the fixed radius nearest neighbors problem except that now the radius is also a parameter of the problem. In the sixth section we give a solution for tetrahedral retrieval (in 3 dimensions). In the seventh section we briefly discuss other problems to which we apply these techniques. In the final section we provide a summary of our results. On the way to a solution of the triangle problem we solve the halfp/ane problem: 'which points lie to the left (right) of a given line?', and the wedge problem: 'which points lie between two semi-infmite lines L 1 and L 2 , which meet at their common endpoint?'; in both problems the points lie on a plane.
Halt PIaDe Retrieval
We illustrate the fIrSt technique by showing how to solve the half· plane problem. We draw a vertical baseline to the right of the points in X. Consider the query line L; it cuts the baseline in some point P. Consider rotating L about P; it will intersect all the points in some order.
Associate with P a ciraJlar ordered list of points in X.
l p
We can form intervals on the baseline amsisting of those points P whose associated lists are identical. The separators of these intervals are the intersections of the baseline with lines through pain of points. Thus there are O(n 2 ) intervals, and with each interval·we associate a list of n points.
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To determine which points lie to the left (right) of L, we fmd in which interval P lies, and then search the corresponding list (stored in an array) to fmd those points to the left (right) of L.
In can be exploited to give a bound of O(n ,logn). However, their method does not seem to provide an efficient solution of the based-wedge problem.
The Hall Plane Problem ApIn
We illustrate the second technique on the half-plane problem.
Observe that the lists of points rorresponding to adjacent intervals differ on'exactly two points; so it seems excessive to store the whole list twice.
In [Co] Again, we could divide the n points into n t sets of n l -e points. each, etc. We then obtain a solution with complexity O(n 2 + e ,lognlol(1I£». Or we could divide sets of size n1d into d U '2 equal sized sets, yielding a solution with complexity 0(n 2 ,lognloglogn).
DIsk Retrlev81
The query is: 'which points lie inside the disk with radius r centered at a given point?'. This is a generalisation of the fixed raclus Dearest neighbor problem (BMj, where the radius r is fixed beforehand. It also solves the k-nearest neighbor problem (1,], improving on the O(nk) space complexity of [L] , for k=CI»(1og3n) (the problem is to list the k closest neighbors of a given point).
We give a method having complexity O(nlog3n,logn We use a recursive data structure, which we think of as a recursive tree. A node in the tree handles queries on some subset S of the points.
It has a local data structure able to handle queries having fewer than 10g2n points in S. Also, it has a local data structure to enable one to determine in o(logn) time whether there are at least log2n points from S in the answer. The local data structures are described later.
The root of the tree handles queries on all n points. If a node of the tree handles queries on a set S, with ISIC! = log2n , then it has two children whim handle queries on the disjoint, equal-sized sets Sl' S2 with Sl US 2 =S. We show below that the local data structure for a node handling a set of m points requires space O(mloin). Thus, the overall space requirement is O(nlog3n).
Next, we describe the search algorithm. Suppose we are searching a node N of the tree, handling queries on a set S of points. If there are at least 10g2n points from S in the answer, then we search both children of N. Otherwise, we use the local data structures at N to list those points from S in the answer.
We establish the running time. We show below that for a local data structure handling a set S, in time o(Iogn) we determine whether there are at least log2n points from S in the answer, and in time O(1ogn +s) we list the s points from S in the answer, for s<log 2 n. We dJarge the O(s)
work at a rate of 0(1) to each point listed. The 0(101") work is charged to the parent node, from which the recursive call was made. The charge at each node is evenly divided between the~orn nearest neighbours among the points handled at that node. This is a charge of 0 (1I10gn) in 3-dimensional space in this problem. We prst show how to do· halfspace retrieval in 3 dimensiom, then extend the result to two special types of retrieval: based cone retrieval and aligned tetrahedral retrieval, defmed below. Fmally, we use these to solve the tetrahedral retrieval problem.
Half Space RetrIeval
The half-space retrieval problem oonsists of the following query:
'what points lie to one side (the left or the right) of a given plane?'. As with the half-plane retrieval problem we amsider rotations. For this problem we fIX a base plane (z=O, say) and then consider rotations of planes about their intersection with the base plane (8 line). We seek 'regions' of lines which produce the same rotational order for the points.
Consider a pair of points p and q. Let the intercept of the line through p and q with the base plane be the point r. Let points, the points that are the intercepts with the base plane of lines through pairs of the original points. We obtain n 4 intervals on a base line (y =z=0 say), and with each interval there is an associated list of n 2 intercept points. To each initial segment of every such list there corresponds a list of n points, which is the rotational order of the original points with respect to rotations about an appropriate line: any line that separates the initial segment of the intercept points from the remainder.
We use the method in [Co] A based ame query is the intersection of three half spaces, each defined by a plane, where the intersection of the three planes (the corner) lies on a given base plane. We need to consider another problem, the three dimensional wedge query. This is the intersection of two halfspaces defmed by planes. We solve it by iterating the 3-dimensional half-space retrieval solution. By considering the dual problem for the half-space retrieval problem (points are mapped to half-spaces and halfspaces to points), we see there are only O(n 3 ) different solutions to the half-space problem (each solution corresponds to a region in the dual problem). For each of these solutions we construct a data structure allowing half-space queries to be performed. This provides a data structure of size O(n') altogether, while giving a query time of O(1ogn). We can do better, however.
As before, by forming a spanning tree, etc., we obtain a sequence of O(n 3 ) subsets of X such that adjacent sets disagree on just one point and every solution to the half-space problem lies in the sequence of sets.
We divide this sequence into O(n 2 + f ) collections of n 1 -f adjacent sets; for each collection we store a list of the O(n) points contained in all n 1 -f sets in this collection. We next divide each collection into n f collections of n 1 -a adjacent sets; for each collection we store a list of the O(n 1 -f ) points contained in all n l -2f sets in this collection, and which have not been stored in some other list associated with a supercollection of the current collection. We then divide each collection into n f collections of n l -3f adjacent sets, and so on, until we obtain collections having exactly one set. For each such collection we store a~t of the remaining O(n f )
points that have not been stored in,a list, associated with a supercollection of the current collection. For each of the lists we have created we build a data structure to answer 3-dimensional half space queries. The complexity of this solution to the wedge problem is O(n 6 + f ,logn ). (By using the E more complicated dividing of section 4, we can get O(lognlog(lIE» time, etc., but for simplicity in this section we ignore this slight improvement.)
We now complete the solution of the cone retrieval problem. Consider an axis in the base plane (the plane in which the corner of the cone lies) through the comer of the cone, parallel to the x-axis. And consider rotating a plane about this axis. We see there are three positions of this plane for which one of the three lines derIDing· the cone lies in this plane.
These three positions divide the point set into four subsets; we need to perform a wedge query on two of these subsets. As each subset is defmed by at most two planes, for each position of the corner there are O(n2) subsets of points that may be searched. We show below how to economise on storage; for now we continue with "the solution.
The next issue is to fmd the number of rotational orders of the n points with respect to a plane rotated about an axis parallel to the x-axis, the axis lying in the base plane. (And hence the number of times we need to store 0(n 2 ) search structures for subsets of the points.) An equivalent problem is obtained by projecting onto the y-z plane; it is then clear there are 0(n 2 ) orders. This leads to an 0(n 10 +') storage requirement for the cone retrieval problem. We show below how to reduce this somewhat.
F"ust, we consider the initial part of the solution: rotating a plane about an axis through a specific corner. The n points are encountered in a specific order. We proceed by a technique analogous to repeatedly dividing a list into two equal sized sublists. Then a query for the points in a given interval of the list is reduced to the union of o(logn) queries on disjoint sublists. Instead we divide this order into n' sets of n 1 -t points; each of these is in turn divided into n' sets of n l -2e points, and so OD. We build a data structure for carrying out a wedge query for each of the n 2t possible sets of O(n) points created by unions of adjacent sets among the sets of n 1 -, points, and likewise for the sets obtained in the recursive division. Recall a cone query is the union of two wedge queries. Eadt wedge query bea>m.es the union of at most 1 query on a set of O(n) points, 2 queries on sets of 0(n 1 -t ) points, ..., and 2 queries on sets of O(n t ) points. So for a given rotational order on " points the query time (for a cone query) is O( lo~n) and the storage requirement is
Second, we consider the latter part of the solution. We note that 'adjacent' rotational orders differ on exactly 2 points. So we divide the rotational orders into 0(n 1 +t) sequences of n 1 -t adjacent orders; for each sequence we store one list of the points on wbkh all the orders in the sequence agree. For this list we build the data structure described in the 
O(n e ).
It remains to reduce the tetrahedral query to a union of based cone queries and aligned tetrahedral queries. We proceed in a similar way to the method for the triangle retrieval. We cut the space by parallel planes, such that between adjacent planes there are D(n l -e ) points.
There are two cases:· either a subproblem contains a corner of the tetrahedron or it does not. In the former case, where we have a query on a point set of size n 1 -e , we continue reaasively dividing. The latter case But this is just the union of the three based rones ADHC, AKCG, EHGA together with the aligned tetrahedron AGHC. We know how to solve all of these.
So the solution to the tetrahedral query has complexity
is the harder. There are two possibilities: either the two planes defming the subset of points both intersect the tetrahedron in a quadrilateral or they both intersect the tetrahedron in a triangle. A .-:;. C retrieval problem, mentioned above. We achieve a complexity of o(n 4 ,logn).
Other Problems
We divide the plane into regions using the perpendiailar bisectors of lines joining pairs of points, forming a region graph of size O(n 4 ). At any location within a given region the ordering of the points by distance is the same; we keep this order as a list. There are O(n 2 ) channels. For a line in a given channel, determining the nearest point is just a matter of searching two convex hulls (the ronvex hulls of the two sets into which the points are divided by the line). Actually, for each pair of these convex hulls we only need to" keep two segments; those determined by the rommon tangents (with respect to the two convex hulls) passing through the channel. On traversing such a segment, with respect to a line passing through the corresponding channel"
we fmd the minimum distance from a point on the segment to the line is unimodular. Hence a Fibonaai search allows the nearest point to be found in time O(logn). Notice each line segment joining two points lies on exactly two ronvex hulls; thus storing the ronvex hulls takes space
The method for determining the channel uses the flI'St and seoond techniques of this paper. We draw a baseline; for any point on the baseline O(n) of the channels are 'visible'. In fact,. (or a fixed point on the baseline, the range of a visible channel is defmed by two vertices, one on each of the ronvex hulls defming the channel. We deduce that it suffices 120 to store·the data structure used for the half plane retrieval problem, if in addition, for each range we keep a pointer to the appropriate channel.
Spherlcal retrieval III higher dImeDsloDS: The annular retrieval am easily be generalized to sphere retrieval in 3-dimensions, and also to higher dimensions. The romplexities are stilI polynomial, but the polynomial become less modest as the dimension inaeases, mostly because of the space required for point location.
By the remark that the method of [W,Y1] apparently fails for dimensions C!=5, it follows that their technique fails for spherical retrieval of dimension C!=4.
